
A New Season Deserves an All Star ROW Company

Anticipation and excitement are buzzing through the air like an 
electric current.  It’s opening day for the 2024 baseball season.  
Similarities between opening day and Linderlake starting a new 
acquisition project are strikingly apparent.
 
At the crack of dawn, the baseball field gleamed under the gentle 
spring sun, freshly manicured and ready for action. Similarly, 
Linderlake's team assembled, armed with exhibits and 
easements, ready to tackle the intricacies of land acquisition with 
precision and finesse.
 
Just as the pitcher stood on the mound, poised for the first pitch, 
Linderlake's Right of Way Specialist stepped forward, ready to 
engage with property owners, their words as carefully chosen as a 
pitcher's aim. Each interaction mirrored the delicate dance 
between pitcher and batter, seeking the perfect balance of 
strategy and skill.
 
As the game progressed, tension mounted with each inning, much 
like the negotiations that unfolded throughout the day. But just as 
a well-executed double play brought relief to the baseball team, 
Linderlake celebrated each of the successfully signed easements, 
knowing they were one step closer to the construction phase.
 
And when the final out was called, cheers erupted from the 
baseball stadium and Linderlake's office alike. For in both arenas, 
victory was achieved through teamwork, perseverance, and a 
deep understanding of the game at hand. At the end of the day, 
knowing that whether on the field or in the conference room, 
success was a game that could be won with dedication and skill.
 
No extra innings needed when Linderlake’s All Star team is 
acquiring for your project.  Give us a call and our team will pitch a 
shutout for you!
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Right of Way Acquisition & Staffing Services
Electric Transmission & Distribution, Gas, Water, Telecommunications


